SIG Innovators Program (Ages 9-17)
3-weeks  |  Residential, Day, and Day + Evenings and Saturdays

The Summer Institute for the Gifted (SIG) Innovators Program provides gifted, creative, and academically talented students with summer academic and social enrichment. The unique SIG STEAM+ curriculum takes a multidisciplinary approach to education and integrates all facets of STEAM with humanities and fitness. Through engaging learning, SIG inspires students to discover innovative solutions for real-world problems.

2020 Innovators Program Locations

Bryn Mawr College
Bryn Mawr, PA

Emory University
Atlanta, GA

Princeton University
Princeton, NJ

UC Berkeley
Berkeley, CA

UCLA
Los Angeles, CA

University of Miami
Coral Gables, FL

Yale University
New Haven, CT

Contact us for more information!
(866) 303-4744 | GIFTEDSTUDY.ORG
The Summer Institute for the Gifted (SIG) Investigators Program offers gifted, creative, and academically talented students a summer filled with academic and social enrichment. With the SIG STEAM+ curriculum, students explore all areas of STEAM as well as humanities and fitness through engaging learning. SIG inspires the next generation of leaders to find creative solutions to real-world problems.

2020 Investigators Program Locations

**Boston University Academy**  
Boston, MA

**Montclair State University**  
Montclair, NJ

**Bryn Mawr College**  
Bryn Mawr, PA

**New! Nysmith School for the Gifted**  
Herndon, VA

**Echo Horizon School**  
Culver City, CA

**Seattle Country Day School**  
Seattle, WA

**Emory University**  
Atlanta, GA

**Stuart Country Day School**  
Princeton, NJ

**Fairfield University**  
Fairfield, CT

**University of Miami**  
Coral Gables, FL

**New! Iona College**  
New Rochelle, NY

**The Woods Academy**  
Bethesda, MD

Contact us for more information!  
(866) 303-4744 | GIFTEDSTUDY.ORG